Optimedia®
Pull Out Reference Shelf

Please read these instructions carefully and follow the installation steps in sequence.

Tools Required
None

Important-Safety-Information
1. The reference shelf has a maximum weight limit of 25 pounds which should never be exceeded.
2. The reference shelf is equipped with an initial stop and a detent stop. Do not lift and pull the shelf past this detent as the shelf will disengage.

1. INSTALLATION

The left and right shelf bracket can be identified by the position of the roller. The roller is located at the front of the bracket. Install the right bracket by inserting the tabs horizontally into the slotted uprights of the cabinet. Let the bracket sit flat against the uprights. Install the left bracket at the same height using the same procedure. See figure 1.

Install the shelf by placing the shelf rollers, located at the rear of the shelf, just behind the rollers on the brackets. This must be done while holding the front of the shelf slightly above the brackets. Slide the shelf into the cabinet. See figure 2.

To remove the shelf, pull the shelf to the detent position and tilt the front of the shelf up slightly. Continue to pull the shelf until it clears the cabinet. Never attempt to remove the shelf while weight is applied.